Investigations on domain boundaries in ordered GaInP using stereo transmission electron microscopy
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CuPtB-type ordered GaInP, lattice matched to GaAs, has been grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. Ordered domains and their boundaries are investigated by dark-field transmission electron microscopy. By means of stereo images, we are able to show that domain boundaries are microscopically thin. The fact that they generally appear as broad dark lines in dark-field images is due to the projection onto the image plane and does not mean that there is a disordered alloy surrounding ordered domains. This is in agreement with photoluminescence excitation spectra of ordered samples which do not show any sign of a disordered phase.
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1. Introduction

CuPtB-type ordering in GaInP has attracted a lot of interest in basic research, as well as for device applications. Although most optoelectronic devices are fabricated from rather disordered material [1, 2], ordered GaInP still has the potential of achieving superior laser diodes [3, 4]. An ideal ordered GaInP crystal would consist of a single sequence of Ga-rich and In-rich monolayers oriented along a [111]B direction, characterized by a certain order parameter η [5]. Previous investigations on the microstructure of experimentally obtained ordered layers, however, show that ordering occurs in so-called ordered domains [6–9]. These can be defined as ordered regions (i) of constant order parameter, (ii) orientation of the order planes ((111) or (111) variant), and (iii) undisturbed phase of the ordering superlattice. In order to obtain a better understanding of the actual physical properties of the ordered alloy, it is essential to understand the domain structure of ordered GaInP samples.

Domains may extend from about 5 to 500 nm and more in lateral width [4, 8, 9]. In dark-field transmission electron micrographs (DF-TEM), domain boundaries are represented by dark lines, which sometimes appear sharp, but are more usually diffuse and up to 50 nm thick. Up to now, two interpretations for these dark lines have been discussed:
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron diffraction pattern of the ordered GaInP sample in [110] cross section. The substrate was misoriented 6° from (001) towards the (111) plane. As a consequence of the substrate tilt, only the (111) order variant is present, showing itself in the intense superlattice reflections.

(i) They could represent disordered material. It has been proposed that the ordered crystal is like an ‘emulsion’ of ordered domains embedded in a matrix of disordered material [6, 10–12].

(ii) The ordering superlattice is shifted by half a superlattice period along a so-called anti-phase boundary (APB). The lines which appear in DF-TEM micrographs may then be atomically thin and the diffuse appearance is due to domain overlap [7, 8, 13, 14].

In this paper, we present data which allow one to discern between these two interpretations. By stereo TEM investigations, as well as optical spectroscopy, we show that microscopically thin APBs are usually projected onto the image plane.

We have grown GaInP, lattice matched to a (001) GaAs substrate, misoriented 6° towards the (111) plane. The tilt to this group V face (B-plane) is known to enhance ordering [7, 15] and to lead to a single ordering variant [6, 9] and, therefore, to a suppression of twin boundaries. Metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) at 100 hPa in a horizontal reactor was used to grow the GaInP. At the applied growth temperature of 720°C, this leads to an order parameter \( \eta \) of 0.44 [16]. The sample was prepared for TEM as described in [9]. Figure 1 shows a diffraction pattern of this sample in [110] cross section. It is clearly observable in the intense superlattice reflections that, due to the substrate misorientation towards (111), only the (111) variant occurs.

Using the \( \frac{1}{2}(113) \) superlattice spot, dark-field images, as shown in Fig. 2, have been made. The ordered domains appear in bright contrast, whereas the domain boundaries remain dark. As expected for these growth parameters, the domains in this sample are about 200 nm wide, with a vertical extension of the layer thickness.

We now investigate the nature of the domain boundaries: The information of the micrograph originates from the sample volume, but only its two-dimensional projection is seen. Figures 2A and B show the same section of the sample. However, in between taking these pictures, the sample was tilted 15° around the [113] axis. In a stereo viewer, one may reconstruct a three-dimensional picture since the tilt angle is in harmony with the eye’s parallax at the chosen magnification of \( 3 \times 10^4 \). A detailed description of this method is given in [17, 18]. The reader may try to experience the stereo effect by looking at Figs 2A and B with the left and
right eye respectively. One perceives an additional dimension (depth), allowing one to investigate the spatial arrangement of the domain boundaries in the epilayer. Even by looking separately at the pictures, we can describe the three-dimensional effect: the domain boundaries marked A and E come out very thin in Fig. 2A, running almost perpendicular to the picture plane. In Fig. 2B, these boundaries (marked as A' and E') appear thicker, due to the projection on the new plane of view. In reverse, B', C', and D' appear thin in Fig. 2B, but in Fig. 2A, they give a thick dark contrast. So in A, B', C', D', and E, we see domain boundaries ‘accidentally’ lying rather perpendicular to the picture plane, while in A', B, C, D, and E' we are looking at them slightly from the side.

In the stereo view, the course of the domains is attended by the appearance of the wedge-like shape of the sample as prepared for TEM, which means that the sample is thin on the top of the picture, and becomes thicker towards the bottom. Therefore the plane-like domain boundaries that are not perfectly perpendicular to the plane of view appear thicker on the bottom of the picture than in the thin top of the sample prepared.

The stereo impression shows that domain boundaries have a well defined individual course in the epilayer. We conclude that domain boundaries have a rather infinitesimal volume. They almost always appear wider in the projection than they really are. Domain boundaries that are inclined to the plane of view appear dark due to the destructive interference between the diffracted beams from adjacent domains. This also confirms the anti-phase relationship across domain boundaries [7]. Although due to the limited resolution of this method (about 1 nm—due to the small aperture used), the atomic sharpness of the interfaces may not be proved, we suspect them to be even atomically sharp boundaries between domains of differently ordered phases.

We have to emphasize that in our sample only one variant is present. In some publications, reporting on double-variant samples [7, 14], a dark-field image may only be made by a superspot of one variant at a time. Therefore the regions where the other variant occurs will also remain dark. This will also lead to large dark regions in the image, which do not represent disordered bulk material either.

The fact that there is no ‘disordered matrix’ present in ordered GaInP samples can also be shown by optical spectroscopy, since the bandgap of the disordered material is higher than that of ordered material. Unfortunately, photoluminescence (PL) will not allow the detection of a disordered phase in the material, since photocreated carriers relax into regions of lower bandgap, i.e. of higher degree of ordering, instead of recombining within the disordered regions. By means of absorption spectroscopy or photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE), however, it would be possible to detect the disordered phase due to an increased absorption at the bandgap of disordered GaInP. The dark area covers about 10% of the picture (see Fig. 2).
If this was disordered material, its absorption should be observable, exceeding the absorption background of the ordered phase. In Fig. 3, we compare low-temperature PL and PLE spectra of the ordered sample which was used for the TEM micrographs and a completely disordered sample. Both PLE spectra show clear excitonic resonances close to the bandgap (at 1.892 and 1.998 eV for the ordered and the disordered samples, respectively). Due to the valence band splitting, the ordered sample shows an additional resonance originating from excitons formed with the light-hole-like valence band (at 1.981 eV). The feature of interest, however, is that there is no increase in absorption nor any band-edge resonance present in the PLE of the ordered sample at photon energies corresponding to the bandgap of a hypothetical disordered phase. This is in agreement with our PLE spectra from several other samples with a large variety of growth conditions and degrees of order [9, 19].

In conclusion, we have shown that single-variant ordered GaInP samples do not contain any disordered phase. Instead, it can be concluded from stereo TEM images that the ordered phase fills the entire volume of the sample. Broad dark lines, which generally appear in dark field TEM images are projections of anti-phase boundaries onto the image plane. They appear microscopically thin if observed edge-on in a suitable projection.
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The degree of crystal ordering in GaInP is characterized by an order parameter $\eta$, denoting the distribution of gallium and indium on the (111)$_B$ sublattices according to:

$\left(Ga_{0.5(1+\eta)}In_{0.5(1-\eta)}\right)_{P/Ga_{0.5(1-\eta)}In_{0.5(1+\eta)}}$.